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A STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND ITS PREDIC ORS

./'

Recentl, Gooditan,, Atkin, and Schoorman (1983) called for a

moratorium.on trad1tIonakstudies of organizational effectiVoness. Tty

,argued.tnat the empirical literature to date hak been mostly inadequite In

helping 14 understand the effecTeness of organizations.- A completely

different kind of rqsearch i needeil,, in their view, 1f:organizational

performance is to be coMprehen.ded. 1
Four main problems of the 11-terature.

were discussed by these authors: (.1) inadequacy in-identifying inylcaters
-/

of effectiveness? (2) over-reliance on single indicitors of effectiveness

and ignoring the relationshig among/multiple indicators,.(3)

under-specified models and ignoring the time frame of the criterion

variable, and 44)4over-general ization to dissimilar organizations or

subunits. Other writers have similarly-criticized the, literature-on

effectiveness hbeiing it "In concepfual disarray" (Connolly, Conlon, and

Deutsch, 1980), and "In a chaotic staTo Of affairs" (Nord, 1983).

* -

Moreover, others have also joined in the call for an abolition of

effectiveness research in the organizational sciences (e.g., Hannan and

Freeman, 1977).

One purpose of this paper is to 'point out why studies of

organizational effectiveness are needed, especially in certain types of

organizations, and also to illustrate by means ofan empirical study of

offeCtiveness how the obj ctions of Goodman and his colleagues to the

empirical literature can be addressed.

1
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Numerms problems ofdassessitig'organizational effectIveness have been

. ,

.discussed elsewhere (see Cameron and Whetten, 1983). They IncludIalthe

fact illat different approaches to assessing effectiveness are prdducts Of.
,

different arbitrary models of organizations; the fact that the construct
, -

space of effectiveness .has never been bounded; thefact that effectiveness.

Is a product of Indlvidqal values-and_preferences, and therefore the best

criteria for assessing effectiveness-cannot be identified; and the fact

that all relevant criteria of effectiveness have never yet beene

identifie51. However, these assessMent preblems and theopetical'issues are
lu

largely the concern of,researchers, not'of managers or.the lay public.

That Is, members of the public are-requiredfrequently to make judgments

about the effectiveness of organizatioris as they.make choIces concerning

A

where to send their,children to school') where to save (or lffvest) their

money, where to seek hodpita) care,.where to live their car repaired,

Which,voluntary organization to Join, where to pursue employment, and so

on. Organizational effectiveness ispot the only cdnsideration iff these

kinds of judgments, of Course, but It Is inrIabty paet of the Mpment

It Is also true hat individuals will make these Judgments egardiE!ps

of the criteria available to4them0 When primary or direct Indicators of

.effectiveness are not readily apparent (e.g., how well students get
\

educated at a university) secondary or easily accessible indicators will

be readily substituted (e.g., the attractiveness of the campus) (see

Whetten9.1981). Indjviduals, In other words, will always,fInd a rationale

for their Judgments of ffectiveness, (Nisbet and Wilson, 1917; Ber,

2
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1967) .it Is Just that the rationale may have little or no relationhip to

organ4zational perforwance.

Researchers, &I the otherhand, are lese willing to accept any" 4

arbitrary criteria of effectiveness iç their assessments, .so they struggle

to identify inditators that.can be,measured reliably, that relate to

organizational performance (we., the indicators possess validity), and

that may have some theoretical-utility. Much,debate continues In the

literature regardIng which are the best criteria (for example, see

Cummings, 1983; Schnel.der, 1983; Weick and Daft, 1983). In some kinds of.

organIzatiems, however, researchers face a more troublesome criteria

problem than In other kinds of organizations. They are less able to find

.rellable and vali'd criteria. For examrle, criteria of effectWeness are

especially ambiguous In organizations that do not have clearly defined

goalsv(thereforo, thp goal model of effectiveness [Campbell, 1977; Scotts,

1977] Is not,Oplicable), that.are so loosely coupled that acquired

resouces haft little, if any, direct conhectIon with The organizationls

products (thereforeAhe'systemoresource model of effectiveness Duchtman

d Seashore,m4967; Pteffer and Salanclk, 1978] has limited usefulness),

that can,ignore the demands of many strategic constituencies and still

survive (therefore, the multiple constituencies model nnelly, et al.,

1980; Zammuto, 1982j has little utility), and so on. Judgments of
_

/

effectiveness4re less consensual and more Individualistic in these kinds

,of organizations, and therefore, the meaning of effectiveness is less

clear .(see Weick, 1976; March and Olsen, 1976). While in'some

organ1zationt'agreement can be reached about wpat constitut s high levels

of ffectiveness (e.g., profitability In an Industry), in other

A

3
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orgeinization& such agreement Is Uacking, and it is not clear what

/.

'ea constitutes optimal performance.

4Pr

1112.41-Y-ml"-s--14-142-4-11r-Egurat1911

Thi's condition of athbiguity regarding what constitXs.effective

perfotmancels 'characteristic o'f coi legesnd univer1;ities. These

46
organizatibns not only ire\typified by an absence of-measurable goals,

/loose coupling, II tie direct connect ,between acquired reiouces 'and

products, an abilit to ignore major constituencies, ameso on-A. (Cameron,

1978, 1980), but theY have a tradition of resistye to assessth4ts of

effectiveness that have 'kept. consensual criteria of effectiveness from

emerging. Collebes and universities argue fervently.that they are unlike

. other types of organizations, 'and therefore that traditional approaches to
3

assessment are not. appllcabler (March and Olsen, 1976; Weick, 1976). The

uniqueness of each institution is also argued to mtke comparative

assessmentt among schools questionable (Drestel, 197). 'Whereas judgments

about collegd and university effectiven cur regularly by

accreditation agehFies, ootential students and faculty members,.parents,

funders, and employers, no good criteria of effectiveness have ever been

identified, and the m aning of effectiveness In higher education is

unclear (Hutchins, 1965). It is not theft attempts hav n't been made to

identify criteria it is just that the Indicators of effectioveness

selected b research rs have brought liftle clarity to the construct.

For ample, Webster (1981) identified the six most prevelant methods

of efaiLiing effectiveness in higher education over the.past 20 years.

The most prominent Is the use of "reputational ratings" by peers or

experts (e.g., faculty members, deans, senior scholars, corporate

executive00 Reputationial r4tIngs are produced by asking respondents to

4
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list the five best (most effective, highest quality, etc.) institutions or

departments. esides peIng subject to time lag, halo effect, and'

oversimplification, the weagness of this reputation criterion is,best

.

IIiystrated by a study conducted in 1980basking senior personnel

executives in leading organizations to rate the442 best undergraduate

business programs In America. Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, Chicago, and

Northwestern all were rated as among the 12 best, even though none of

these schools even-hal an undergraduate businese program (Webster, 1981).

A second prevalent criterion of effectiveness Is citation counts of

faculty members in institutions. This criterion Is not only subject to
1

problems of the re4ative popularity of disciplines, the teaching

orientation of the school, the inability to assess quality-of articles

published, and so on, but au important weakness Is Illustrate by a study

in 1977 rating psychology departments on the basis of number f articles

, .

published (Cox and Catt, 1977). Harvardls psychoto y

department--includilig B.F. Skinner, Robsert Bale, Ftoger Brown, Jerome

.

Bruner, David McCiellend, 4erome Kagan, and Richard Herrnstein--was rated

28th best, behind schools such as Tempte, Rochester, and Missouri. Most

knowledgable psychologists would question the validity of such an

assessment.

The other four most prevalent criteria used to rate effectiveness in

colleges and universities include faculty awards and honors (e.g.,

7
Fullbright or Guggenheim fellowships), student achievements after

graduation (e.g., starting salaries, listings in Niag1.5_WhQ...), scores of

entering students on national exams (e.g SAT, ACT), and institutional

resources (e.g., size of the library, expenditures per student). In each

case, major flaws are associated with each of these criteria, the most

5



Important of which Is that they apply only to 50 or so of the best known

institutions In the country. Schools that do not pursue a national

reputation, that do not compete In a national labor market, that.do ribt

emphasize or reward research and publfCation by the faculty, that
;

. . /
emphasize meeting local community needs, or that do niifengage In

nationally visible act ities (e.g.'s.. division 1 football).never score high
.1

on such criteria. nfortunately, the grOup of institutions for which

these six'criteria don't apply c;-iiWo over.05 percent of :the colleges and

universities In America. Aside from the few schools with high visibility

and traditions of academic excellence, Most institutions of higher

education are left without obvious criteria to 'assess their organizational

effectiveness.

The result Is that Individuái ist1ç impcessions, or JUdgmentS made onr
the basis of que'stionable criteria, are typical of asseSsments of

effectiveness In institutions. And without systematic and rigorous

assessments In these organizatiobs, there Is little information available

about how to improve performance. The effectiveness of a college or

University cannot be improved, in other words, if it not clear what

effectiveness 11. One reason that the call for a moratorium on studies of

effectiveness Is not appropriate for this kind of organization, therefore,

Is that no valid, univariate indicators are avallablercnd the management

of ins-titutions of higher education suffers from this of

understanding about appropriate performance. As Bennis (1973) put it:

Unquestionably, universities are-Wong the wors4
managed institutions In the country. Hospitalsisnd
some state and city*administrations may be as bad; no
business or industry except Penn Central [which
,subsequently went bankrupt] can possibly be. One
reason, incredibly nough, Is that unlversities--which
have studied everything from government to PerMan

6
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clirrors and t9e'number 7--have never deeply stildied
their.own administration [pp. 25-26J. 4

it is the intent of tkis paper to address this dearth of research on
e.

the effectivelless of colleges and universities as well as to address soMe

of the major problems With.past effectivenes studies : as enumerated by

goodman and his colleagues. Th&i4, the focus is,on assessing and

predicting the organizational effectivene of colleges and unlyersities,

and doing It In such a way that'many of the weeknesses of past

Investigatorb are overcome.

It is tOi' be expected that without clarity concerning the measurement

of organizational effectiveness, no theories are available regarding What

factors are,most powerfuL in predicting or exgatning effectiveness, and

what factorpare associated with improvement in effectiveness. This is

particularly true In higher education. Not only have attempts to assess

organizatiCnal effectiveness been problematic, but almost no consideration

ha been given to Identifying factors that may help guide managers of

-these institutions in understanding or improving their own iffectiveness.

In this research, four main research questiOns are Considered that help

address this deficiency. They are not derived from existing theory (since

none Is available), rather they are identified,only as guides to

understanding organizational effectiveness In higher education and in

knowing how to improve It.Ohle four qu stions are:

-1. Can institutional effectiveness be assessea In such a way as to

be associated with indicators of long-term organizational

viability (i.e., can It be assessed validly)T



2. What factors,are most predictive of organizational effectiveness

in colleges and universities?

0 3. What factorsiaccount for improvement in effectiveness over time?

4. In what wails do institutions that improve in effectiveness over

time differ from those that decline in eftectiveness?.., -

The intent of +hese questions is not to develep a theory of -

.%

organizational effectiveness as a result 0,ont study, rather It is to

begin to addreds some of the deficiencies in the literature on

effectiveness and on higher. education assessments. For example the first
0 ti

question is posed as a direct response to the criticism of Goodman et al.

(1983) and others (Cameron, 1978; Campbell; 1977; Reimann, 1982) that the.

relationship between the criteria selected to.assess Ofectiveness and

1

actual success In performance, or long-term via ility, often is not -.

obvious. As Goodman et al., put It; "the reiat onsiiip between indicators

and OE Is not examined (p: 171).", By answefiiig thiS first questio94

assurance can be prdvided that what Is being measured does, in fact, have

some relationship io long term organizational survival.

The second question.is posed as a reaction to the lack of

underptanding regarding why some institutions are more effective than

others. Especialq among, "lesser known" institutions of higher education

that never make the reputationsi rating lists, (for example, Cartter,

1966) it Is not clear What factors are most important In explaining their

effectiveness or lack thereof.

The thirb question results from an Interest In looking at more than

one static assessment. If some institutions Improve or deciine in various

aspects of effectiveness over time, what Is It that accounts for those

changes? Some factors may be uncovered that are of Interest to those

8



charged with improving the effectiveness of their oWn colleges and

9

universities.

The fourth question Is an elaboration of question 3. Aside from the

fettors that help explain improvement or decilne In certain aspects of

effectiveness, are some ihstitutions more likely to 16prove (or decline)

than others?- This question focuses gn the factors that serve to

clifferentiate institutions on the way up from.those on the way down

relative to overall effectiveness.

In the section below, the procedures for assessing. organizational

effectiveness are explain6d, and the factors'that serve as potential

predictors relative to the four research questions are specified.

This study reports an

reported by Cameron (1978,

organizational effectiven
4

4 universities In the n theast United States

METHODOLOGY

elaboration and extension of earlier research

1981, 1982). In that earlier research,

was assessed 1 cample of 41 colleges and

The burret studi

four years later (1980)used the same inst ument to measure effeCtive

In 29 of the same 41 schools. In this followup research, only 29 of the

original 41 school agreed to participate. No apparent systematic bias

was evident among tho institutions: Stmjiar institutional demographics
-TA

(e.g., unionized versus nonunionized, public versus private, large versus

o

small, doctoral versus fouryear only) and similar,eff ctiv ness profiles

(e.g., high4-Scorers In different domains of effectiveness, see Cameron

[1981j) were present In both samples.

9
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1)C) . inst(tutionarSomple-
1

1 .

v..

--, Each-bf tqe 24 Unstilutions'Included in the 1980°study are four-year '

, ,
. . ,

InstitUtiOns. .Seven of'tbe Schools offer only bachelord ClegrpesOlve
- . .

-offer masters degree ,and 17offer doctorStes. Eleven:Of .the schools are
- ...

.

- / . 1 4 s

. publiobliy supported'and 18 are prlvate. .lnititutional age ranges from

.s

approximately 30_years to over 200 years. Faculties are unionized in 19
s

of the-schools with 10 being non-Unionized. Undergraduate student

enrollments range from Just over 1000 to Just over 10,000 with the average

being 4200 students. Con4dentiallit was promised to.each,institution, so

names gtschools ar6not included in this report.
.

Respondent Sample.

In each of the sample institutions, approximately 75 representatives

of the dominant coal ittOn_were asked to respond to a queStionnaire.-

-

Forty-nine percent of the respondents were faculty dePartment heads, the

iest were academic, financial, strudent'affairs, ang general
_

adMinis+rators. -In all, 1240 individuals participated in the .data

collection effortAn 1980.(1317 particiPated in the earlier 1976 study),

representing a response rate of 60 percent of thosecontacted.

Instrument

The'questionnaire Consieted of Items Identified by members of the

dominant coalition as indicating organizational effectiveness in colleges/

and universities. 'Mese indicators were obtained from an earlier study of

dominant coalition members In another'semple of Institutions by means of

interview's. Respondents In those.interviews were asked to identify

characteristics that are typical of effective institutións that they were

c,

aware of. A 8ong list of potential Indicators was Identified. From those

10
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,

characteristicS, questionnPare items were constructed to be included on , r-

t

the-effectiveness instrument (sde Cameron, 1978, for a more detailed
-

explanation). Items on the questionnaire iSked indiaduals tb provide
,

. . . .

deicriptive intormation, nof'eyaluative Judgments, regarding the'ektent to

which.their instituticin possessed certoln chOracter:Istics. Although these

characteristics had been identified as bel6g indicative of effectivehess,
4.

questionnaire respondents were/not instructed that they were rating

effectiveness. They were only told that they were to describe the

characteristics possessed by their'institution.2 This emphasis on'

description, not evaluation, is important In order to reduce the

ikell,hood that respondents would purposely bias assessments cdthelr own

organization's effectiveness in a positive direction. This questionnaire,

is designed to assess nine separate,dimensions bf organizational

effectiveness, and.these dimensions are summarized in Tahle 1.

101.0.......11
TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

4

Boundaries of the Effectiveness Construct

Cameron and Whetten (1983) suggest that In every assessment of

effectiveness, but particularly in assessments in settings that have some

degree ot Tbiguity regarding appropriatecriteria (e.g higher

education); the construct of effectiveness must be circumscribed or

bounded. That is, not all possible criteria or perspectiVes can be taken

Into-account, so researchers must be explicit about what they are and are

not measuring. Seven guidelines are outlined by these authors that help

limit the scope of the assessment and provide boundaries to the

11
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Table 1 Nin4 Dimensions of Organizational Effetiveness in Institutions
of Migher Educatilon

. DIMENSION DEFINITION

-1. 'Studefit Educational
Satisfaction

2. Atudent ACademic-
Development

3. Student.Career
Development

4. Student Personal
Development

oe

5. Faculty and Administrator
Employment Satisfaction

6. -Professional Development
and QualitY of the Faculty

7. System Openness
and Community Interaction

8. Ability to Acquire Resources

o-

9. Organizational Health

The extent to which students are
4satisfted with their eduCational
experiences at the institution.

,

The extent of the academic growth,
attainment; and progress of students
'at the institution.

The.extent of occupational prepared-
ness Of the students, and the emphasis
on career development'provided by
the institution.

The extent of student development'
in nonacademic, noncareer oriented
areas, and the emphasis on 'personal
development provided_by the school.

The extent of satisfaction of \
faculty meMbers- and administrators ,

with their employment at the

*The extent Of professional attain-
jment'and development o the faCulty,
and the emphasis on development
provided by the institution.

The extent of interaction with,
adaptation to, Sand services provided
for the external environment by the
institution.

The ability of the institution to
acquire needed resources such as
high quality stucnts and faculty,
financial suppor s, etc.

The extent to which the internal
processes and/practices in the
institution ae smooth-fuhctioning

ad nevoleqt.
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definition. The,seven guidelines are listed belaw-along With the

.circilmscr1ptions for this.111vestigation.

Ao"

GU IDEL INE

1. From whose perspective Is
effectiyeness being judged?

2. On what domains of activity
is the judgment focused?

3. What level of anaLysis is
'used?

4. . What is the Plirpose of
the assessment?

50 Whai- time frame is employed?

V.

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

0 air -
Dminant coal4tion members
constitute the relevant
petspective in this study.'
This grouvcomprises the major
decision makecs in the'
inst4tutions, and the 'Ones
that'have themost influence
on institutional policy,
direction,*and perforMance.

$

The undergraduate portion of
the InstitutiOnS was assessed.
This was selected because ft
is a comparabi :dOmain.across
all'thos-tchoofi- and becaue'
it compi74,ses'themajer-area
of activity and ;dentity for
each of the ins0 utions.

The organizational level of
analysis was the fAcus. Thls
levelis important n making

' comparative judgmen s across
institutions, and b ause It
has iartely,beeh ign ed4n
past evaluations in igher
education. Moreover, none
of the inst4tutions IS so
large as to make institutional,
wide ratings infeasible.

1 2

This assessment sought to
identify areas of strength
and weakness on various di-
mensions of effectiveness.
Guaranteeing confidentiality
for institutions helped to
eliminate the threat that the
assessments would be used for
political or punative purposes,
and that biased data would
result.

Criteria of effectiveness all
were oriented toward static,
short-term indicators. They .

focus on the extent to which



6. What type of data are
sought?

A

the Institutions currently z,

possess characteristics
indicative of higWeffective-
ness.

Perceptual ratings of
effectiveness were sCught
by If/ay of questionnaires.

4

7. What Is the referent against Schools were assumed to be
which effectiveness Is Judged? highly effective, if they

scored higher on a.dimensiom
thin other institutions in
the sample'. Therefore, a
somparative'referent was'
employed.

The constraints imposed.on effectiveness in this investigation
I °

suggest that Institutions. were judged to be effective Jf they scored high''

on a variety of short-term, organization level criteria that are important

to members of the dominant coalition.

Apalyses

In ordJr to address the four research questions in-this study,

several kinds of statistical analyses were required. First, -psychometriC

tests weke conducted to ensure that the nine dimensions of effectiveness

as-iessed by the questionnalpre possess high reliability and internal

consistency. Cameron (1981) argued that theSe dimensions are conceptually

distinct (but not necessarily statistically independerit), so it was

important to determine if the nine dimensions emerged from this study.

Th N. psychometric tests included reliability analyses and factor analysis.

Second, thOscores of institutions on the effectiveness dimensions

were correlated with other independent indicators of institutional

well-being and long-term viability. The indicators selected for these

analyses were five indicators of financial health" (Dickmeyer, 1980), and

enrollment trendsvin the institutions from 1975 through 1982. The

13
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1

-

rationale is that schools scoring high on dimensions of effectiveness

should also be finapcially strcing dhd should not'be losing studenIs. Many

'

other factors besides effectiveness Copid affect these two indicatori of

longterm viability, of course, but it was ielt that some evidence of

Validity for the questionnaire,measures could be obtained by.finding
,)

positive assodiations between effectiveness scores and financidl'health

and an alisence of enrollment decline.
f .

The analyses use'd to address research questions 21 3, and 4 were

multiple regression and discriminant analysis. Regressing several

potentially Important.predictor variables on effectiveness scores was

desIgned'to determine what we the most important factors in explaining

collége.and university effectixenc6, In addition, because some
,

m ,

institutions improved In their scores on the effectiveness dimensioT
. .

. ,

47,
, .

-between 1976 and 1980 While others declined 'or remained Stable, predictor ,

\ variables also were regressed on the change scores for each, dimension of ,

; ?
,f:

effectiveness' in these institutions between 1976'and 1980. The purpose
. Q

\. .

was to determine what factors account for improvement in each dimension of
40

* ,, 5

.

effectiveness over time. Finally, institutions.were divided into three

groups--those that impLved in effectiveness (i.e., average scores on

effectiveness dimensions improved at least 2 percent), those that remained

stable on th

I
ir effectiveness scores (I.e., average effectiveness scores

were 11.5 percent), and those that declined in effectiv4ness

ftectiveness scores declined at least 2 percent). Discriminant analyses

were conducted to determine .what factors differentiated between

Institutio7 that were getting better from those that were getting worse.

1 4



Variables were selected as potential predictors if.they had been

identified In previous-research-as having some relationship to

Inbtituticinal performance. Because this research Is focused oh

identifying the most important predictor.variables, not on testing a

priori hypothesized relationships between certain variables and

effectiveness, this strategy for selecting variables seemed appropriate.

That is, this investigation is egPloratory in the sense that no theories

exist regarding what variables-are supposed to be'related to effectiveness

In colleges and universities. Therefore, factors that have been found tq

be associated with performance in other types of organizations were used.

For example, dimensidns of the external env-ironment were .

assessedincluding' turbulence, complexity, richness or mdhificence, and'

supportiveness --based on the work of Cameron (1981), Duncan (1973),

Hirsch (1975), i4ilei and Cameron (1982), Negandhl and Reimann (1973), Nord ,

(1983), Osborn and Hunt (1974), Pennings (1975, 1976), Zammutd C1982),.:and

other,s. Organizational structure variables--i.e., centralization,

professionalization, standardization, administrative ratio--also were

Included based on the findings of Blau (1974), Lawrence and Cersch (1969),

Mahoney (1967), Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) and others% Assessments of

the strategic management orientation were includedincluding major area

of strategic emphasis, proactivity of strategies, and internal versus

xternal focus--based on Child (1974, 1975), Chandler (1977), Miles and

Snow (1978), Hambrick (1983), Miles and Cameron (1982), and otherso The

degree,to which manag ment action is atsociated,with successfUI

organizational performance--as opposed to uncontrollable *iectors such as

environment, structur and intitutional demographics--is a much debated

1 5
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issue In current orgbnizational research (Aldrich, 19794 Miles,and

;0
Cameron, 1982) so special emphasip was given tboomparisons between these

controllable and uncontiOIlable factors.

6

Kemmerpr 'and Baldridge (1978), Cameron (1982), and others found

faculty unionism to be an important variable In the functioning,of higher

education.institutiohs, so It also was included as a variable In this

study. ih adetion, internal "saga" or climate measures (Clark, 1970),

along with Internal expenditure patterns.(Bowen, 1981; Pfeffer and Moore,

1980; Chaffee, 1983) and types orstudents.in the schoole.g., high

entrance exaMinatien scores--were assessed as predictor variables for

those .schools. Finally, Institutional demographics- izev location,

percent of tenured faculty, type of school (i.e.,liberal arts,

specialized, major doctoral, comprehensive), and institutional coritrol

(I.e., public, private)--were included because of their potential to
0

affect institutiohal effpctiveness (Zammutor, 1983),

it
'REtULTS

de.

Dimensions of Effectiveness

The same nine dimensions of effectiveness emerged from this study as

have emerged In past research. I.fiternal consistency rellabilities for V

these dimensions ranged from .72 to 092 with a mean reliability

coefficient of .82. Factor analysis (orthogonal rotation) of the 57

questionnaire items resulted in the items for ach dimension loading on

th ir own factors. (Detailed reportingbf these factor loadings Is not

included to conserve space.) Average intercorrelation among the nine

dimensions was .42 indicating that, whereas the dimensions are

conceptually dr5tinct, certain of the dimensions do vary together In

a
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ratings of effectiveniss (see Cameron'[1981J for an analysis of the

interdimensional covariance). These results indicate that the nrne

dimensions of organizational effectiveness have adequate internal

consistenCy reliability and discriminant validity to be used, as the basis

for the tnstitutivnal peformance profiles. An Oxamination of the mean

6core* of each of the 29'institutions 4icross the nine dimensionp showed.A,
that each school had a unique profile of effectiveness scores, and na

school scored high (or low) on all the dimensions of eifectivenesS.

- 0

Aszociations of Dimensions with Other Effectiveness indicators

Researchers have too frequently selected criteria of effectiveness

arbitrarily Or on the basis.of convenience, and they have not often -

,

demonstrated relationships between,thcr criteria and longer-term

performance. (A recent example of an exception to this shortcoming Is

'Reimann 1982.) 11- Is important, however; to determine to what extent the

cr'iterla of effectiveness used In assessments Are associated with other

. Indicators of 4onger-term viability and performance. This Is essentially

a question of external validity% Cameron (1978) reported correlations

between scores on these nine. dimensions and certain objective measures of

performance, but few of those objective indlcators were long-term in

orientation. Similarly, Cameron (1978b) reported the-results of.a

multitraiA7multimethod analysis with the nine dlmenslons and demonstrated

the acceptabillty of the discriminant validity of these dimensions.

However, Goodman, Atkin, and Schoorman (1983) still raised questions about

the appropriateness of these measures of effectiveness in arguing, "it is

not clear how the objective data maps onto OE...there may be confusion as

to whether the nine dimensions are clearly measures of OE... yp. 170,
2

171)."
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Evidence for the external validity of these nine dimensionwmay be

Observed by analyzIA6 the relationships between scores on the dimensions

and indicators of institutional financial health, and between the

dimens4 scores an''d enrollment trendsl. Francis (1982),0Dickmeyer (1980),

Dickmeyer and Hughes (19824 'Minter (1980Y and others have argued that

long-term institutional vlabtilty Is strongly related to financiali health,

4
and considerable effort has been extended to develop measures of that

construct. Whereas no oonsefisus has been reached regarding which are the
o

best measures of financial health for institutions of higher education,

the five indicators included In Table 2 e generally acknowledged to be .

among the best alternatives. Table 2 repo ts average correlations between

scores on the nine effectiveness dimensions with scores on five financial

-

indlcatora for the 20 InSiltutions.3

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

MOON.

1:1

Correlations are averaged across each of the financialcdIcators in

the top half of the table to provide an average correlation between each

dimension of effectiveness and cIeraI l financial health. Six of the nine

dimensions are significantly and positifely associated with financial

healthcior the sample schools. In the bottom half of the table,

correlations are av aged across the nine dimensions of effectiveness for

each of the five financial indicators. All five are significantly

correlated with overall organizational effectiveness. The canonical

correlation coefficient between these two sets of variables is..98, and

approximately 99 percent of the variance ls accounted for.

16
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Table 2 Correlations Between Effectiveness Dimensions and Financial

Health
404.

EFFECTIVENESS DIMENSION 6ERAGEORRELATION

Student Educational Satisfaction
Student Academic Developdent
Student Career Development
Student Personal Development
Taculty & Administrator EMployment
Professional Development & Qualtty
System Openness &_Community Inte5c
Ability to Acquire Resources
Organizational Health

Satisfaction
of the FacultY,
tion

.488*

.802**
-.561**
.396*
.244

.806**

.055

.783**

.471*

FINANCIAL HEALTH INDICATOR AVERAGE CORRELATION

Financial Independence
Financial Flexibility
Financial Cushion
Revenue Drawing Power
Endowment Yield

. 377*

. 518**

.532**

.590**

.542**

CANONICAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENT CHI SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE

.984 106.72 .000

* p< .01

** p< .001

4 J
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A more fine-grainea way to analyze the relationship between fin6ncia4

health and effectiveness is to compare the financial health of the schools

scoring lowest on effectiveness with those scoring highest on

effectiveness. Seven of the ten schools that had the highest overall

average scores on the nine dimenslons of effectiveness aiso haa,the

ti-ighest Scores on all five of the financial health'indiCators. In fact,

the top seven schools IR average effectiveness also were the top seven,,

schools on each Indicator of financial health (although the rank orderings

on each of the financial indica-11;m were not always, the same). SiMila ly,

the institutions that score4 lowest on the nine dimensions of -;

effectiveness'alsolended to score low on the financial health Indicators.
. , .

Nine of the bottom ten sctiools in'avera06 effectiveness also r ked In the

bottom ten on at least three f thefinancial health Ind cators.

Rank order correll,RS for schools' ranks on organizational

effectiveness with their ranks on each of the five financial health

indicators ranged between .26 (p < 05) anq .68 (p < .001). The average

rank order abrraalion between effectiveness and financial health is .54

(p. < .001). In summary, therefore, these product-moment correlations and

rank order correlations provide support for the external validity of the

nine effectiveness dimensions, and they priovide some indication that

financial viability over ti4 Is associated with effectiveness scores for

the institutions.

A second possible indicator of long-term institutional viability Is

the pattern of enrollments experienced by schools. If institutions are

losing enroliments it may indicate that long-term survival Is threatened

or that the institution is not as effective as It could be. Of courseD

numerous other factors have a significant Impact on institutional

c4
19
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enrollments such as the economp-federal student unemployment rates,

and so on (see Zammuta,' 983) but is Is also reasoable to_assume that

Ineffectiveness and enrifliment decline May be'corklated as well. Table 3

rePorts the correlation6between enrollment change from 1975 througll 1.982 "

and s&wes onl:the nine effectiveness dimensions. Significanf correlations

exist for onl four of the dimensions. The canonical correlation

coefficient IS approximite(y .6 (p < .10).

TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

sypportive eVidence for external validity using these data,

however, comes from comparing the ten knstitutions having the highest
,

overall E4fectiveness scores with the ten institutions having the lowest

overall scores. Only one of the top ten schools experienced enrollment

decline In the period 1975yth.rough 1982 (a drop:of,3 percent), whereas

seven'of thebottom ten scliools experienced enrollment declines (ranging

from 3 percer te 94 percent).4 ,fliese results seem to provide adOltIonal

evidence that the nine dimensions of effectiveness are assessing important

aspects of InSTitutional performance.

Predictors of OrganLzationai iffectivenaakv

Goodman et al. (1983) suggested that If any faith is to be put In

measures of organizational effectiveness, indicators of what factors

affect them Is a prerequisite. Referring particularly to the nine

dimensions of effectiveness used In this study, they asserted:

20



Table 3 Correlations Between Effectiveness Dimensions and Enrollment
Change Between 1975 and 1982

FFECTIVENES5 DIMENSION CORRELATION

em,

Student'Educational Satisfaction .236*

Student Academio.Development -.120
Student Careerbevelopment .488***
Stident PersonAl Development -.205
Faculty & Administrator Employment Satisfaction .387***
Professional Development & Quality of the Faculty -.050
System'Openneis and Community Interaction
Ability to Acquire Resources &
Organizational Health

.337**

.120

'.201

CANONICAL CORRELATION COEFFICfENT CHI SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE

.598 34.66

p< .05

P .01
p< .001

26
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The itey issue, however is that we c'annot Interpret
variations of students, academic devehopment [for
ekample] as a measure of OE until 'we understand the
controllable and uncontrollable variables that affect
this, dimension (p. 171).

Analyses reported Iv Table 4 address the need to determine_factor

that affect or predict organizational effectiveness. Two st,eps'were used

to generate these results.

e.,

TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

First,,because there were too many predictor variablips for a single
. ), .

regr, ession. analygis (i.e., a degrbes of freedom lithitation), separate
:

; ...

stepwise regressions'were rumfOr each major categoryof variables,Pn ,.
. .

. ,

order to identify the m st powerful predictors. From three to nine

\\.,,, variables; depending on the dimension berng consieered, resulted from

those analyses. They were each included In the final,regresslon analys1§.

The results In Table 4.show the variables that haJe-Significant

relationships with each effectiveness dimension at the .05.1evel of

significance.5 These 'findings indicate that for every dimensfon of

effectiveness, the _strategic emphasis of top institutional administrators

is significantly related to high scores. A strategIC eMphasIs by top

administrators on academic and scholarly affairs, for example, Is

,assoclated with high effectiveness on four dimensionsstudent educational
I'-

satisfaction, student academic development, professional development and

'quality of the faculty, and organizational health. im-plementing

strategies proactively, instead ,of rea ti'vely, Is associated With high

scores on three of the dimensionsfaculty and administrator employment

21
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TABLE 4 Predictors of Nine Dimensions of.Organizational Effectiveness

(variables at the p< .05 level of significance).

DIMENSION PREDICTOR VARIABLE BETA CORR. R2
*a.

Student Educational Satisfaction

Strategic emphasis on academics
Turdulent environment

.743

-.416
.743

-.650
Strategic emphasis on°.fund raising .365 .699 .772

Student Academic Development

'Hilghly selective studentbody .890 .890
Strategic emphasis on academics .322 .785 .845

Student Career Development

Financial independence -.671 -.671
Strategic.emphasis on public relations .397' .508 .602

Student Personal Development

Strategic emphasis on student affairs .727 .727

Strategic emphasis or' fund raising ..442. .598

Strategic emphasis on public service -.313 .222 .'776

Faculty & Administrator Employment Satisfaction
q .f

Turbulent environment -.726 -.726
Proactive strategies implemented .357 .444 .653

Professional Development & Quality of the Faculty

Highly selective studentbody .888 .888

Revenue drawing power .451 .882

Strategic emphasis on academics .261 .755 .876

System Openness & Community Interaction

Proactive strategies implemented .693 .693

Strategic emphasis on public service .523 .668 .736

Ability to Acquire Resources'

Highly selective stud tbody .942 .942

Proactive strategies implemented- .222 .650

Revenue drawing power .244 .886 .938

Organizational Health

Strategic emphasis oa academics .759 .759

Strategic emphasis on student affairs .463 .708 .734
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. .

satisfaction, system openness and comMunity interactioi4 and ability to

acquire resources. A strategic emphasis on publià service,' student

affairs, and fund raising are associated with two effectiveness dimensions

eath.

Factors other than administratOr strategies +hat hold significant

relatIonships.wItt effectiveness dimensions are.the revenue drawing power

of ite institutions (see (footnote 3 for a definitiOn), and the selectivity

of the studentbody, as indicated by their scores on entranceoexaminations
. .

. such:es SAT and ACT. Both of these factors are associated with high'

sCores on the academically riented dimensions, i.e., student academic

development, professipna(developmeht'and quality of the faculty; and
-

ability to acquire resources.. .The major negative influence on

organizatFonal effectillonesS comes, from environmental turbulence, which. Is

a significant negative factor in affecting ftWo mtrale-oriented

4 dimensionsstudent educatLonal'satisfaction and' faculty and administretor

satisfactl'on.".

In brief,'Of olk the categories, of variables assessed, the Most

powerful factors associated with organizational effectivenes, in these

institutions of higher education tend to be those under the control of

managers. That is, mapagerst strategic emphases, their stance toward

proactivity rather than-reactivity, and the quality of students they can

Ottract are among the most influential variables In predicting to what

extent the institutions score high on the effectiveness ClImenslons.

Environmentalturbulence, a largely uncontr6liable.factor, appears to be

the major constraint on performance.



4 .

Predictors of 0hanatLid_Organizatipnal Etfectiveneis

Aside.from determining what factors account for high scores on these
0

. -nine effectiveness dimensions, determining what factors account fdl

et,, 'Improvement or decline in effectiveness scores also is important. That

4
is, factors.that are aSsodiated with high effectiveness at bne point in

c

time may be different that the factors ihat help institutions improve, or

that decrease their effectiveness over time. Table 4 reports results that
q

rel-ateto mIntainInq hl011 levels of effectiveness. The results reported

In thid sectiod relate to bbangIng the level of effectiveness poSsessed by

ad I nst I tut I on.

Ai mentioned earlker, the criteria Of effectiveness assessed by.thli

instrument areshbrt-term in orientation and static, dist the instrument

was administeredjo dominant coalition members at the same-29 institutions

0 1976 and 1980. Therefore, by computing the differences between

effectiveness scores In 1976 and in 1,980,. it'becomes ppsible to identify

improving and declining schools and to determine ihe'factors that account '

for those changes. A two-stage regression procedure was used in these

analyses, as was the case In predicting t e static effectiveness scores in

Table 4, and the results are reported In T ble-5.

O000000.000pOepOOVe

TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

One factor that accounts for chbnge On tlie many dimensions of

effectiveness is the nature of the external environment. Environmental

turbulence Is associated with decline In effectiveness on three

'dimensionsfaculty and administrator employment satisfaction,

23
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TABLE.6 PredictOrs of Change in SCbres on Nine Dimensions Of'Organizational
Effectiveness - 1976 to 1980 variables at p< 05 level of significande)

DIMENSON pREDICTOR VARIABLE BETA CORR. R
2

Change in Student Educational Satisfaction

Presence of ajaculty union in 1'980 -.434 -.434 .188

Chalige Tr' StUdent Academic Development

Strategic emphasis on legal maiters (547 .547

Supportive external environment ,372 .332 .440

.Change in Student Ca'reer Developmeht

Strategic efflphasis on fund raising .383 .383

Complexity of the external environment -.452 -,353 '.342

Change in Student Personal Development

Strategic emphasi5 on fiRances/budgets - -.414 .172

Change in Faculty & Administrator Employment Safisfactiom a ,

Turbulence of the external environment -.597 -.597 .357

Change in.Professional Development Et, Qualify of the Faculty

Turbulence of the external environment -.679 -.679

Total expenditures per FTE student -.297 -.286

Proactive strategies implemented .298 .218 .623

Change in System Openness A Community Interaction

Proactive strategies implemented .468 .468 .219

Change in Ability ed Acquire Resources

Presence of a faculty union in 1980 -.477 -.477

Total expenditures per FTE student -.541 -.411

Revenue drawina power .787 .029 .623

Change in Organizational Health 4

Turbulence of the external envirlonment -.509 -.509 .259



.

professional development and quality of thefaculty, and organizational

health. Environmehtel complexity and decline In the diMension, student

career development, are significantly related. And theisupportiveness of
a

the external environment le.g.,.non-constrain100, allowing for flexibility

-

in institutional strategies) is associated with ImOrovement in student

academic development.

The-strategic emphasis of top administrator's also is associated with

five different dimensPans of effectiveness. .Being proactive.rather than %,

reactive in' iMplementing.strategies Is associated with improvement In two

dimensionsprofesslonal development and quality of the faculty, and .

system openness ond community InteractiOn. A strategic emphasis on.legal

matters, and fund raising also are significantly associated-with

improvement in, student academic development and student career development

respectively, while a.strategic emphasis on finances" and budgeting lis/

-associated with decline InjtudOnt personal development effectivenees.

The results pf theSe two,factors, the external environment anid the

strategic emphases of admUistrators, suggest thaf neither the natural

selection.model (Campbell, 1969; Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Aldrich, 1979, 1

which emphasizes the preminence of the

of organizational performance, nothe
(,

1977; Child, 1972; Miles and Camer0A, 1

managerial actions, are entirely

environment as the major determiner

strategic
)
choice mo.del (Chandler,

982), which emphaSizes the power of

rehensive in accounting for

Improvements In ffectiveness. Bo factorsthose that are immutable

outside the institution, as weli as those under the control of the

manager--are Important in accounting for improvement in dimensions of

organizational ffectiveriess.

24
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Other important factors besides the environment and managerial

strategies are the presence of a faculty union, which is associated with a

decline in 6ffectiveness on two of the dimensions and the ratio of,

expend4tures to students, which is also-assoclated with a decline in

effectiveness on two dimensions. The findings showing a negative

relationshjp of unionism to effectiveness are consistent-with earlier

research on that subjebt (Cameron, 1982) which showed-that schools with a

union tended to have lower scores on all dimensions of effectiveness than,

nonunlonized schools. The'findings.relative to expendituPes per studedt

seem to suggest thatinstitutions improved in effectiveness on two

. ,academiCally-ortented dimensions (professional development' and quglity of

the faculty, and ability to acquire resources) when institutions limited

spending and became more-efficient. This strategy is consistent with
D

Chaffee's (1983) lresearch showing that schools that managed decline well,

or that recovered from decline, often became_"lean and mean" in their

lacadem19)Programs. That is, they. Implemente&efficiency measures and

became Proactive in their strategies, which is consistent with spending

less rather than more money per student (also see Peck, 1983).°

In summary, the regression results in Table 5 Indicate at least two

general findings. First, both immutable environmental forces and

managerial strategies have significant relationships with changes in

organizational effectivenessthe 'former largely negative and the latter

largely positive. Second, aside from thd environment, the most negative

factors relative to individual dimensions of effectiveness are the

presence of a faculty union and large expenditures during a period of

Increasing enrollment ana revenue decline In higher education nationwide.

Th'e most positive factors are managerial strategic emphases.

25
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The.fou'rth research question.gulding thiSIVIWBfigation focuses on

the characterisilps of institutions that improve In their overall

effectivenesS as compared to those that remain stable or decline In

effectiveness. The emphasis IS on general IMprovement rather than on

,

change In the individual dimensions of effectiveness. Two steps were-used

in differentiating among 'these institutions, as was the case in the

previouS,regression analySes. That is, separate stepwise discriminant

analyses were used with different categories of variables In order to
11

identify those that were most powerful in distinguishing among the three

lastrtutional groupsrimprovers, declinersp.and those that remainekl

stable. The final discriminant analysis used only the most pqwerfyi

variables. Table 6 reports the results of that analysis.

M..= ...... 111 =MM..=

TABLE 6 ABM-MERE'

11111111.

Eight variables were found to be extremely powerful In

differentiating among these three groups of institutions. These eight

variables accounted for almost 98 percent of the variance and resulted in
14.

100 percent of the institutions being correctly classified as declining,

stable, or improving In effectiveness. .Four of the:variables have

positive associations with improvement in effectivenessfand four have

negative associations.

Institutions that improved In effectiveness between 1976 and 1980 are

those that perceive the externat environment to be supportive and that are

strategically oriented toward fund raising activities in that environment.
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TABLE 6 Variables Discinimin'ating Among Institutions That Declined, Remained Stable, or Improved
in Organizational Effectiveness from 1976 to 1980.

EIGENVALUE
CANONICAL WILKS' CHI

CORRELATION LAMBDA SQUARE
D.F. SIGNIFICANCE

15.31 .969 .027 70.77 24 .0000

VARIMES DISCRIMINANT CORRELATION WITH

COEFFICIENT DISCRIMINANT SCORE

1;

Expenditure Per FTE Student
1 Supportive External Environment

.StrategicEmphasis on rund Raising
Major Doctoral Classification
Strategic Emphasis on Internal Affairs
Strategic Emphasis on Legal Matters
Percent In-State Undergraduate Students_
eresenCe of,a Faculty.Union in 1980.
Turbulent External Environment

)General Bactalaureate Classification
Change in Student Enrollments from 1976 to 1980

2.204 .560***

-2.509
4.888 Ilt**
- .219 .441**

--497**
.545 -.375*

-2.090 -.998***

3.301 -.578***

- .505
1.684 -.134

1.791 .268

GROUP CENTROID PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS
CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED

Declined in Effectiveness
Remained Stable in Effectiveness
Increased In Effectiveness

4.407
//

3,216 100

-3.422

* p< .05

3a ** p.01
p < \001



so They also are major doctoral-type Institutions, and, interestingly,.have

high expenditures per student. Whereas-high expenditures per student ere

associated with lower effectiveness in professional development and

-

quality of the facaqty and with the ability to acquire resources (Table

-5), when all nine drOenaonk,ere'Consideried together, higher expenditures

lq the school seems to help overbil effectiveness.6 This finding

iilustratop the tradeoffs faced by organizations when'trying to increase

their effectiveness. Implementing oneparticular action may Improve

effectiveness on some dimensions and inhibit effectiveness on other

dimensions.

Institutions that improved in effectiveness also have characteristics

,eppositef the negatively associated variables in Table 6. That is, they

are externally oriented in strategic affairs, they are not caught up in

internal legalistic matters, their studentbody is cdsmopolitan and

diverse, and they have no faculty union.

"ra

On the other hand, institutions that declined In effectiveness are

strategically oriented toward internal (as cpposed to external)

Institutional affairt and legalistic matters, their studOts tend-to be

drawn from local (as opposed to regional or national) markets, and their

faculty is unionized. In addition, they possess characteristics opposite

to the positively associat d factors in the table. They are In a hostile

external nvirpnment, they spend little money per student, and they do not

emphasize fund raising actJvities. As shown by the group centroids,

stable institutions are similar to declining institut.lons in their

characteristics.
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DISCUSSION

This study aadrasses and attemas to overc many of the major

weaknesses of past etudi that taQ. used orgylzationai effectiveness as

a variable. Critidism of this research has been widespread and severe,

fbut the criticism is not withoqt justification. Criteria of effectiveness

often have been arbitrarily Selected, they frequently have not\been

clearly associated with organizational performance, and the major factors

that Indicate or affect effectiveness have not beenspecified (see Goodman

et al., [1983_1; Kanter and Brinkerhoff [1981J; and Cameron and Whetten,

[1983j for some ofthe most recent criticism). In this study, the

defintionai boundaries of effectiveness have been'clearly stated, the

issue of exteirnal validity has been investigated-, and-the major factors

that aff t scores on effectiveness and changes in effectiveness over time

have been identified.

The value of jis study, however, le not only in the example it

provides for a way to Improve organizational effectivenes,s assessments,

but the empirical ft(Iding4 resulting from the analyses have relevance for

organizational theory and management practice as well. Because the

organizations investigated are colleges and /universities, however,

generalizing to other types of organizations may be inappropriate. But

because of the lack of research on effectiveness Ininstitutions of higher

education,.theoretical contribUtions In this area are badly needed. Three'

, prppositions can be derived from these findings, and they ere enumerated

and discussed below. The paper then concludes with a suggestion of future

research directions for organizational effectiveness researchers.
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1. The "most Important factors associatusi wtth_both static and

I f.1( _1 fiti :1: cat

0

.r.

management strategJem. This suggests tlet_oth the natural selection'and

the strategic cholcO perspectives are important ,in expliining variance in

effectiveness.

The natural Selection perspective (Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Brittain

and Freeman, 1980; Aldri 1979; McKelvey, 1982) assumes that

organizations are captivea of an environment, and that the environment

detemines the behavior and, ultimately, the effectiveness Of-

organizations. Managers and managerial actions'art,considerced to be-

largely irrelevant factors In predicting the successful performance of

organizations. Moreover, organizational inertia--which is created by

externally imposed constraints-on organizational performance, mandates for

meeting certain constitudnciest needs, organizational culture and history

that create norms and expectat(16 V for future performance, and §tructures

which inhibit the Implementation of some options and so on--Is argued to
\\

inhibit organizations' discretion In affectimg their own long'term

effectiveness (Miller-and Frelien;*1979). The nature of the external

environment Is, therefOre,,the critical factor to assess when studying

organizational effectiveness.

A polar opposite perspectiveA-the strategic choice viewassumes that

top managersexercise a great deal of choice and can have major impact on

organizational effectiveness and long-term survival. They do this both by

exerting influence-on, changing, or selectlhg the environment in ,which

they operate, and by changing the configuration and proces`ses In the

organization Itself In order to Improve performance (Child, 197; MiIes

and Cameron, 1982; Barnard 1938; Mlles and Snow, 1978). Organizational
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a

Inertia is overcome by the quality of,executfve lea'dershipiChandler,'
'....

1977; Miles and Cameron, 1982). -The strategic emphas& and Choices of
e . .

c

managers, therefore,'are the criticar factors, to be fncluded 6'
4

asSesements of organizational effectivenesd from this perspective.

In this study, both enviroAmental dimensions and Strategic emphases

of managers were included:as factors that could potentially account for

the effectiveness of institutions of higher educatfon. Overall,toth'

factors were found to be highly Important--4nJact, they are the most

important variables in accountkng.for eifectivenesS--but their importance

dlifers according to the particular dimension of effectivene'ss being -

cohsidered. Enxironmental dimenilons tend to secrve as constraints (t.e.,

negatively associated factors) to high effectiveness on dimensions

relating to morale and smooth Internal functioning of the institution.

Managerial strategies tend to serve as inducements (i.e., positively

associated factors) to high effectival'ess on dimensions relating to the

academic domain and to the external adaptation domain. That Is,

rnstltutions tend to do well academically and In interacting with the

external environment as a result of managerial strategies.

Theoretically, the fact that positive dimensions of the external

environment (i.e., resource munificence, supportiveness and absence of

constraints) are not strong predictors of effectiveness suggests that

environmental dimensions are largely factors that must be overcome rather

than that contribute to improvement In effectiveness.

Institutions may be effective, In other words, spite of their

environments more than because of theman a ument contrary to the view

of natural-selection theorists.
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One other point also should be made regarding this propoiltion.

Several major variables that often are included in research and that are

assumed to be cruclail in accounting for effectiveness were not very

important at alf in.this 4nvestigation. For
,

example, the structure and .

. ,Size of the instjtutions, the type or classification of.the Institutions,

the presence'of a saga or special missiOn, and so on, did not emerge as'
----,i:_.:,

l

1 importa t variables in any of the regression or discriminan, analyses. .

Apparen i ly the amount of-variance accounted for by these factors is m

dwarfed by the two major factors--environment and strategy.

2. Prbattlye managprial stutegIes and thosp,Oth an,external

emphaslq are)more successful thap are reActivo strategies and those

orlriented-toward\internal institutional affairs. Few strategic issues in -

.the organizational literature are characterized by as much agreement as

the need tor entrepreneurship (or proactivity) in organizations (Van de

..Venr 1983; Hedburg, Starbuck, and Nystrom, 1976; Weick, 1982). On the

other hand, Celeron (1983) discovered that a modal responsb of higher

education administrator's when faced with fiscal and enroilemnt declines is,

to becOme conservative, efficiency oriented, and reactive. An explanation

for why these tendencies occurred can be found eisewhere(Cameron,

1983), blot the IMportant point is.lAit In that'previous stud9, most
67

managers were found to behave contrarylo conventional wisdom. The

findingsin this study support conventional wisdom and the prescriptions

of most organizational theorists. That Is, proactivity Is generally more

successful than Is reactivity. This finding alsois consistent with Miles

and Snow's (1978), Miles and Cameron's (1982), and Snow and Hrebiniak's

(1981) research that found prospectcc organizations (completely proactive)

ahd analyzer organizations (moderately proactive) to be more effective on
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almost all dimensions than:defender (mostly reactive) and,reactor

organizations. In InstitutiOns of higher education, as in other types of

organizations, not waiting for environmental events to occur before

4,
implementing-strategies appears to be an important prescription for

iuCceSs,
. .

,

In addition, strategies orierted toward influencing fiCtoes outside

th institution (e.g., public service, fund raisind) are associated with

ef e eness whereas strategies feicused only on internal affairs (e.g.,

'budgeting, legaf matters) are moregenerally negatively assooiated with

effectiveness.j This finding squares with the conclusions of4illes and

Cameron-419821 regardIdg the strategic orientations that were associated

V
,

"with success among'the frrms in the U.S. tobacco industry. They

Identi-fled three majorJypes of strateigesLdomain defense, domain

iroffense, and domain 'creationwhich account for the longterm

effectiveness of the tobacco firms (1950-1979).. Each of these strategies

is oriented toward affecting the eXternal environment in building

pollUeal slack.and legitimacy, expanding markets, moving into new

domains, and'so on:. gmphasis on internal affairs (while they cannot be

completely ignored) do not account for the success of the tobacco firms in

overcoming an extremely ..turbulent and hostile environment.

Whereas tobacco firms and institutions of higher education are

dissimilar in many ways, both face similar types of environments (Cameron,
4111

tr),.and the strat7les associated with effectiveness seem to be

similar.. That is, institutions that pursue strategies oriented toward

influencing the external envtronment seem to have higher effectiveness

scores than do those that do not.
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3, Multl-ficetoemaRagerial strategies are regUirectIm order-for

institUtions to be etioctive. -institutions do not succeed by being

monolithic. Managers must Implement a variety of strategies with a

---. 0
variety of targe'tS'in order to ensures effectiveness over time. In this

Study, a variety of different strategic emphases were associatecrwith

d1fferent dimensioni of effectiveness, suggesting thatho one orientation

Is best.- In fact, as was II lustrateci, In comparing Table 5 and Table 8,
6 ;

some lactors are.assoctated with increasing,effectiveness on certain

dimensions and decreaiing effeCtiveness on others. Managers strategies

have to match the variety of effectiveness dimensions they have available

to ther4

This finding Is consistent with the work of Chaffee (1983) who tried

to idehtify the factors that differentiated instltutiOns that successfully -

.recovered-from'decline from thogo-that continued to decline through the

19701s.. She discovered, among other things, that a wide variety of

strategies wai required'Inder for institutions to turn-'around and to'

begin to increase their effectivenesE. Her summary, "colleges have a wide

range of strategic moves they might make productively (h. 28)" is

consistent with this study's resultS. Implementing strategies that

emphasize a variety of areas such as academics, public relations, student

affafts, budgeting and financial affairs, public service, and so on,

appears to be the best way to influence a variety of dimensions of

organizational effectiveness. By doing so, long-term Institutional

viabill4y Is likely to be enhanced (see Table 2).
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CONCLUSION'

This study has attempted to investigate organizational effectiveness

In such a.way that the weaknesses of previous investigators were

addressed. In addition: its purpose was to Identify:the major factiors,

that are associated with high levels of effectiveness,in c011eges and

universitlei. These:fltdings of courie, are preliminary and exploratory;

but they do suggest.sate directions for:future researCh-that maY both

enhance our understanding of organizational effectivenesi and help to

Improve the performance of colleges and universities. For example, future

research on effectiveness could be markedly improved if the seven

constraints on the definition, wtich were enumerated earlier, were made

explicit. Those choicei are made implicitly in each assessment, biit their

lack of conscious specification has its4 to ambiguity, noncumulativeness,

and confusion ln definitions and criteria of effectiveness In the

literature. Being.dfear about the boundaries of organizational

effectiveness in'each study would help-overcome thoSe problems.

Second, more attempfs at external vailditi'shoutd be made when

assessments of effectiveness are conducted. Whereas ultimate

organizational demise Is usually not available as a referent, other

potential indicators of long-term and shOrt-term success may be found.

-

The criteria selected for assessing effectiveness can then be correlated

with those independent indicators.

Third, because the actual strategic actions of managers were not

assessed in this study, only their strategic emphases, much more

fine-grained analyses should be performed of what actions managers can

take to preserve or enhance the effectiveness of their institutions. Now

that certalin major variables have,been identified, more rlgordius
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assesSments of these important factors should be done. The value of an

exploratory study such as this one, ,t)act, is that it identifies which-

commonly used variables are not IMObrtant in institutional performance,

and those can be given less emphasis than the more important ones in

future investigations.

Finally, more systematic anilyses of the effiktiveness of colleges

and universities are badly needed. Most of the assessments up to now have

been made on the basis of opinion (e.g., Barron's "The Best, Most Popular,

and Most txciting Colleges," 1982), or secondary characteristics with' only

marginal associat10 With what the institution actually does (e.g.,

starting salaries of graduates). While thevnine dimensions of .

effectiveness used In this.study are not appropfiate for all types of

schools nor for ill assessments, similar a:I-tempts shouldbe made more,

often to identify valid and reliable indicators.

N)
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FOOTNOTES

1Thelr alternative view calls fine-grained research on single

dependent variables such as satisfactip, productivity, accidents, and so .

on, "but not on OE." (Goodman, et al., 1983, p. 175). This suggested

alternative Is controversial,'however,.as is evidenced by Brewer's (1983)

reaction to it: "The demapd to impose a moratorium on 'organizational

*effectiveness studies is:Aisingeneous and easily read asia move to Impede

work that does not conforM to the limited.perception presented in the

fine-grained analysis paradigm (p. 219)w"

2Three examples of the 57 !tapas on the questionnaire-are4rovided to

illustrate the descriOlve nature of theluestions.

"How many faculty members and administrators at this
college would you say serve In the community In
government, on boards or committees, as consultants,
or In other capacities?"

"How many facultymembers at this institution a're
activelY engaged now,in professional development
activities--e.g., doing research, getting an advanced
degree, etc.?"

"Approximately how many students have either dropped
out or not returned because of dissatisfaction with
their educational experience at this institution?"

3The following are Winitions of the five indicators of financial -

health:

financial Independence - the proportion of revenues from
six different.sources (tuition, appropriations, grants, gifts,
endowment, and all others)

financial flexibility - the proportion of unrestricted
revenues

financlql_cushlon - the extent to which savings or slack
can ,be generated
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revenue drawing Dower -.the ability to attract revenues
- relative to other instltutions

endowment yield - the amount of .endowment relative to other
siffillar school%

Computational formulas lor each of these variables are described'In

'e %A

'Collier and Patrick (1978).

4computing rank order correlations Is not appropriate in this case

because high growl.) in enroliments-is not necessarily considered to be an

4ndicator of effectiveness, even.though declining enrollments mIght be

considered to be an indication cif ineffectiveness.

5Because of this two stage regression procedure, the Percent of

varfance accounted for (22) may be exaggerated.

cone explanation of why expendittres,per student are negatively

associated with two of.the dimensions and positively assoctated with

effectiveness when-all nine dimensions are considered together Is that

when fewer revenues are available (and, therefore, expenditures per

student are lower) institutions may be forced to increase their ability to

acquire additional resources In order to survive. that is, they do better

at acqufring resources when expenditures are being constrained.

Therefore, a negative relationship between these two variables seems

reasonable. Similarly, when less money is available, more faculty may

seek their own sources of funding (e.g., research grants, consulting) and

more may engage In degree-upgrading programs to assure their

Indispensibility to their institutions. Therefore, effectiveness In

professional development and quality of the faculty could actually

Increase under conditions of lower expenditures. However, when other

dimensions of effectiveness are considered such as student development,

37
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morale factors, and organizational hea a condition of low expenditures

becomes associated with low effectiveness. For example, low expenditures

may stimulate an increase In resource acquiring and-professionak

-

development activities,but morale may decrease, studenti may get
9

short-changed because of the emphasis in other areas, smOoth internal

Institutional functioning may erode, the needs of external constituencies

may be ignoredo'political infighting over scarce resources may occur, and

so,on. A positive relationship between expenditures and effectiveness is,

therefore, understandable wheeall nine dimensions are considered.
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